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Why?

Inside of the Collaborations:

The high complexity of the analyses create major challenges in terms of capturing and
preserving the analysis and the knowledge around it.

Externally:

Increasing number of funding agencies have put in place data management policies
demanding the development of comprehensive data management frameworks for data
and knowledge preservation, and for future reuse (or even reinterpretation and
reproducibility) of research outcomes.
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The Analysis Preservation effort aims at responding to two parallel demands: 
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The CMS Collaboration is making an effort 
to make analyses reinterpretable
The central place for accessing the material 
is the CMS public results webpage

Each analysis has its own webpage on which 
one can find:

 All figures and tables that are part of 
the publication

 Additional figures and tables 
 Links to the HEPData entry

For more details check Clemens Lange talk at the Analysis Systems Topical Workshop

Reinterpretation effort at CMS

mailto:http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/
mailto:https://indico.cern.ch/event/822074/contributions/3471480/attachments/1866103/3068579/20190620_AnalysisSystemsWS_CMSAnalysisPreservationAndReinterpretation.pdf
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 Information provided in HEPData are mostly figures and tables  Easy part

 Often, results can be formulated generically (e.g. as cross section limit) by parametrizing a few free parameters 

• e.g resonance mass

 This gets more complicated when considering e.g. different resonant widths or production mechanisms

Providing information for reintepretation
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Existing materials

 For standard objects (such as leptons), selection 

efficiencies are provided:

• Example: CMS SUSY object efficiencies

• Could be used in Delphes-based analysis

 Can be used to some extent also for more complex objects 

(e.g. substructure)

 However, for uncommon objects that rely on specialised 

reconstruction (e.g. displaced vertices) things get tricky

See Andreas Albert talk for more details

Full reinterpretation workflow already tested for some analysis: i.e SUSY with H(bb)

mailto:https://indico.cern.ch/event/795041/contributions/3345068/attachments/1822192/2980934/2019-04-02_reinterpretation.pdf
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2242860?ln=en

In practice: Simplified likelihood

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2242860?ln=en


• Datacards used for the signal extraction are preserved for a large number of 
analyses 
• Based on our internal statistical combination tool Higgs Combine
• Including event distributions, templates and systematic variations
• Allows reusing results for statistical combination and summary plots

• Furthermore, our internal analysis management tools stores:
• Link to analysis twiki (mainly for review)
• Link to (pre-)approval presentations
• Analysis note(s) (i.e. internal documentation)
• The actual Paper
• Metadata (DOI, arXiv, HEPData, Rivet, CDS, data set)

• Could also think about an approach using an analysis description language
• Pursued by some people within CMS
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Preserved additional internal material

Ideally: 
Having all this information accesible just from one place, indexed, searchable (final state, 

triggers, datasets…)  CERN Analysis Preservation portal



The CERN Analysis Preservation
Portal (CAP) is a service for the four
LHC collaborations at CERN
developed to address the need for
the long-term preservation of all the
digital assets and associated
knowledge in the data analysis
process, in order to enable future
reproducibility of research results.
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CERN Analysis Preservation Portal

Further details on Pamfilo’s talk

https://analysispreservation.cern.ch/

https://analysispreservation.cern.ch/


• Run by CERN Scientific Information Services + help from experiments
• Current status:

• Not yet in use for ongoing analyses: still in beta phase Will be proposed to wide usage for 
the current analyses as soon as all the interface/features are fully tested and ready

• Being populated with “old” and private production analyses within the DPOA group

• What is already in place?
• Imports information from CMS analysis management system (CADI)
• Allows to add/edit information throught APIs/CLIs
• Storing information in addition to what can be directly imported from CADI:

 Input data sets (linked to CMS data set search)
 Triggers
 JSON files (data quality)

(Full) Workflows
Additional documentation
Details on statistical treament (CMS statistics committee questionnaire, data cards…)
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CERN Analysis Preservation Portal
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How?
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Vanilla mode Full reproducibility mode

Two different analysis preservation modes:
•Vanilla mode: Basic assets preservation
•Full reproducibility mode: Great level of detailAiming for reuse
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Autocomplete



Elasticsearch cluster for indexing and information retrieval needs
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Indexed - Searchable



• REANA is a Reproducible research data analysis 
platform

• Based on docker containers

• Encapsulates the analysis environment, software 
and workflow in order to run transparently for
the user

• Goal: 

Integrate it with the CAP service

Working on dedicated templates
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REANA
http://www.reanahub.io/

http://www.reanahub.io/


• Four people working (as service work) filling CAP  2015/2016 analyses

• CMSSW is containerised Any analysis using mostly CMSSW should be quick to containerise

• Working examples:

• Working on a jet energy correction workflow

• If you have suggestions for a particular analysis to be containerised/reanified talk to us!
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Some more info
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 The CMS Collaboration is making an effort to preserve analyses and make them 
reinterpretable

 Several tools exist already:
 Public webpages (including additional material, efficiencies, simplified likelihoods)
 HEPData (Rivet)
 CERN Analysis Preservation Portal 
 Open Data Portal/effort

 The next big step will be preserving the implementation (CAP-Reana integration)
 Software containers make this easier
 Current big challenge is to find a practical workflow preservation approach

Conclusions
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Thanks for your attention


